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Abstract
Introduction: Early detection and advances in treatment
options have contributed to a 13% decline in cancer
mortality rates since the year 2004, leading to the
classification of cancer as a chronic disease. This creates a
challenge for health care providers to address the short
and long-term effects of current cancer therapy and
minimize toxicities. Therefore, the purpose of this
investigation was to determine if exercise training during
cancer treatment helped to minimize symptom severity
during chemotherapy treatment.
Methods: This controlled trial evaluated the effects of
individualized exercise therapy in 191 patients undergoing
chemotherapy treatment. Study participants underwent
standard prescribed chemotherapy schedules, and were
excluded from the study if they had pre-existing cardiac,
liver, and bone marrow conditions prior to treatment.
Each participant completed the Edmonton Symptom
Assessment System (ESAS-R) questionnaire, and a
subjective symptom checklist to gauge the severity of
treatment-related side effects related to chemotherapy at
the start and conclusion of their treatment regimen.
During their treatment, patients participated in a 12-week
individualized, supervised exercise program through
Maple Tree Cancer Alliance.
Results: Twelve weeks of supervised, individualized
exercise had a positive impact on fitness parameters as
well as symptom severity. Muscular strength, muscular
endurance, and cardiovascular endurance significantly
improved from baseline. In addition, overall quality of life,
depression, sense of purpose, fear for the future, control
over life, fatigue, pain, nausea, and shortness of breath all
improved following the exercise intervention.
Conclusion: Twelve weeks of individualized exercise
improved fitness parameters and mitigated symptoms
during chemotherapy treatment.

Introduction
Early detection and advances in treatment options have
contributed to a 13% decline in cancer mortality rates since
the year 2004 [1]. At present, more than 15.5 million men and
women are living today as cancer survivors [2]. This increase in
cancer survivorship has led to the classification of cancer as a
chronic disease [3]. Its associated treatments often result in
long-term physical and psychological co-morbidities that
negatively impact the cancer survivor's quality of life. This
creates a challenge for health care providers to address the
short and long-term effects of current cancer therapy and
minimize toxicities [4].
Symptom distress is regarded as an important predictor of
quality of life. Pain and fatigue are two of the most common
symptoms experienced by individuals undergoing cancer
treatment [5]. Between 68- 97% of patients report distressing
levels of fatigue that interferes with their ability to perform
activities of daily living [6]. Estimates of pain prevalence
among cancer patients range from 14-100% [7]. Patients who
experience pain tend to have more advanced disease [8].
Despite receiving curative cancer therapies, pain control
remains inadequate approximately 42% of the time [9]. Other
distress symptoms reported by cancer patients include
depression, lack of energy, shortness of breath, difficultly
sleeping, swelling, constipation, and dry mouth [10]. Most
cancer patients report being affected by several of these
symptoms concomitantly rather than in isolation, lending to
exacerbated impairments to quality of life [11]. Treatments
that target several symptoms at once are optimal in order to
help patients thrive post-treatment. Exercise is a valid
rehabilitative measure that can be introduced at any point
along the cancer trajectory, and can successfully attenuate
several symptoms that frequently cluster together. Therefore,
the purpose of this investigation was to determine if exercise
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training during cancer treatment helped to minimize symptom
severity during chemotherapy treatment.

Methods
Subjects
This controlled trial evaluated the effects of individualized
exercise therapy in 191 patients undergoing chemotherapy
treatment. Oncology patients who received cancer treatment
at Kettering Medical Center in Dayton, Ohio between January
– December 2017 participated in a cancer exercise program
through Maple Tree Cancer Alliance, a non-profit organization
that provides free exercise training to individuals battling
cancer. The age range of the patients was 21-93 years. Study
participants underwent standard prescribed chemotherapy
schedules (cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, fluroracil,
adriamycin, and cyclophosphamide). Patients were excluded
from the study if they had pre-existing cardiac, liver, and bone
marrow conditions prior to treatment.

Measures
At the initial visit, demographic information, medical history,
and relevant clinical data were ascertained from all consenting
participants. Patients then completed the Edmonton Symptom
Assessment System (ESAS-R) questionnaire, as well as a
subjective symptom checklist. These were used to gauge the
severity of treatment-related side effects related to
chemotherapy. The checklists consisted of 35 items of severity
graded from “no” to “very severe” (0-10). These scales were
previously evaluated in a similar cancer population [12] and
measured the total number of symptoms experienced and
mean severity score. Patients also underwent a
comprehensive fitness assessment at this time. Cardiovascular
fitness was measured via the Bruce treadmill test. Muscular
strength was measured via hand grip dynamometer. Modified
sit and reach measured flexibility. Muscular endurance was
assessed via partial curl up test, and body composition was
measured using skinfold calipers. Results from this fitness
assessment were used to create an individualized exercise
program that focused on each patient’s strengths and
weaknesses.

for 15-20 seconds at the completion of each workout. Patients
met with a trainer once a week and were given instructions on
how to remain active at home. At the conclusion of this 12week exercise program, patients underwent a follow-up
reassessment and completed the ESAS-R) questionnaire and
subjective symptom checklist again.

Statistical methods
Data were analyzed using Statistical Package for Social
Sciences version 20.0 for PC windows 2000. Mean scores for
measured symptom distress and fitness parameters were
calculated for the complete sample. Since order of adjuvant
treatment differed, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was
done to compare groups at each follow-up assessment using
the baseline pre- chemotherapy measure as a covariate. A
significance level of p<0.05 was used for all statistical analyses.

Results
A total of 191 patients currently undergoing cancer
treatment completed the study. Table 1 presents patient
demographics. Twelve weeks of supervised, individualized
exercise had a positive impact on fitness parameters as well as
symptom severity. Muscular strength, muscular endurance,
and cardiovascular endurance significantly improved from
baseline (p<0.05) (Figure 1). Individualized exercise also
resulted in significant improvements to symptom severity, as
presented in Figures 2-10.
Table 1 Presents patient demographics.
Average Age (years)
Gender

2

Male

16%

Female

84%

White

74.69%

African American

10.23%

Hispanic

3.91%

Asian

5.67%

Unknown

4.39%

Breast

58.15%

Colon

4.49%

Prostate

1.97%

Lung

3.93%

Leukemia

0.28%

Brain

0.84%

Ethnicity

Exercise training protocol
Each patient participated in a cancer exercise program
through Maple Tree Cancer Alliance. All interested patients
were referred by hospital oncologists, and began participation
in the exercise program upon referral. They completed 12
weeks of prescribed, individualized exercise that included
cardiovascular, strength training, and flexibility components
during chemotherapy treatment. The intensity level for the
cardiovascular exercise ranged from 30-45% of the individual’s
predicted VO2 max. The strength training involved a full body
workout, with emphasis on all major muscle groups. Machines,
free weights, and tubing were all employed. Patients
completed 3 sets of 10 repetitions for each exercise. Flexibility
training involved static stretching of all major muscle groups

60+0.05

Type of Cancer
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Multiple Myeloma

2.25%

Figure 4 Sense of Purpose. Values are mean scores+SE.
*p<0.05.
Figure 1 Phase I Program Completers from pre- postexercise programming. Values are mean scores+SE, VO2 in
ml/kg/min, Muscular Endurance in repetitions, Muscular
Strength in psi, Flexibility in inches (n=191). *p<0.05.

Figure 5 Fear for the Future. Values are mean scores+SE.
*p<0.05.

Figure 2 Overall Quality of Life. Values are mean scores+SE.

*p<0.05.

Figure 6 Control over Life. Values are mean scores+SE.
*p<0.05.

Figure 3 Depression. Values are mean scores+SE. *p<0.05.
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Figure 7 Fatigue Values are mean scores+SE. *p<0.05.

Figure 8 Pain Levels. Values are mean scores+SE. *p<0.05.

Figure 9 Nausea. Values are mean scores+SE. *p<0.05.

Figure 10 Shortness of Breath. Values are mean scores+SE.
*p<0.05.

4

Patients receiving cancer treatment have significant side
effects that often interfere with their quality of life. The
present study demonstrated that 12-weeks of supervised,
individualized exercise resulted in a favorable improvement in
symptom severity during cancer treatment. In a recent article,
Stark and associates [9] recommend that attention should
focus on evidence-based interventions to improve symptom
distress for oncology patients, as the experience of symptom
distress leads to depression and anxiety among cancer
patients [13]. The findings of the present study confirm the
efficacy of individualized exercise during cancer treatment on
symptom improvement. The conditions of patients may rapidly
deteriorate during treatment, causing symptoms to worsen
suddenly and unexpectedly. Therefore, management of these
symptoms is essential to improve quality of life and ensure
adequate patient care.
Exercise is a promising intervention with the potential to
mitigate multiple symptoms and improve physical functioning
in cancer survivors. The role of exercise in moderating
symptoms during cancer treatment may be influenced by its
role in biological pathways involved in the etiology of many
symptoms. Namely, the inflammatory immune responses
involved in cell differentiation, cell proliferation, and apoptosis
are involved with several negative symptoms related to
chemotherapy treatment [14]. Yet, exercise has been shown to
positively affect immune function [15]. Further, higher levels of
sympathetic hormones are associated with fatigue, pain,
depression, and fatigue [16]. However, a growing body of
research strongly supports the role of exercise in positively
influencing metabolic, genetic, and neuroendocrine function
[15]. Most notably is fatigue, which is a common treatmentrelated side effect of treatment. Often, fatigue is most
pronounced when pain is increased, and can remain elevated
for up to two years post treatment. Often, fatigue contributes
to a sedentary lifestyle, despite this and other studies that
demonstrate improved energy following moderate physical
activity [17,18]. Additionally, depression is experienced by
22-57% of cancer patients [19]. Depression scores are highest
at diagnosis and during treatment [20], and can persist for 6
months following treatment [21]. In the current study, a 12week exercise intervention improved depression scores in
cancer patients. This is supported by previous, similar
investigations [22].
Despite this and other investigations which have supported
the efficacy of exercise during cancer treatment, nationally less
than 5% of patients are ever referred to a cancer rehabilitation
program [23]. Therefore, the authors of this investigation
recommend a multidisciplinary team consisting of exercise
physiologists, registered dietitians, social workers, physical
therapists, occupational therapists, nurse practitioners, and
physicians be created to monitor symptoms. A part of this
would include an individualized exercise program. This will
allow for adequate symptom management and promote the
best possible patient care and treatment outcome for
individuals battling cancer. Therefore, more specific research
This article is available from: http://adenocarcinoma.imedpub.com/
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relating to a multi-disciplinary health care team to ensure
adequate symptom management is warranted.
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